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SUMMARY 

 

Using an aerial lift, I examined the entire exterior of the bell tower from the first floor roofs to the top, on all 

sides. I examined the interior of the tower at the three levels noted. The bell tower is in excellent condition for 

it’s age, but needs some masonry and roof work at the very top. My initial budget for this work is $190,500 

 

OVERVIEW OF CONSTRUCTION 

 

The tower is solid masonry. The areas not accessible to the public are reached through a permanent vertical lad-

der in a balcony hall closet, which leads to the attic level. The attic level has access to the adjacent sanctuary attic, 

along with another vertical ladder leading to the belfry through a simple hatch. The belfry level includes one large 

bell and multiple loud speakers. The belfry has louvered openings to the outside. Finally, a vertical ladder from 

the belfry leads to a roof hatch for access to the top roof, which is surrounded by a high parapet wall.  
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Roof Level 

The top roof level is copper, which may be original to when the spire of the steeple was removed. There is a large 

hatch in the center for removing the bell. The roof is surrounded by a parapet wall, with limestone spires with 

lightning rods at each of the  eight corners. Water drains through a single floor drain to an inside pipe, down 

through the belfry, and out through the pipe onto the main sanctuary roof on the east side of the tower. There is 

no outlet for water if the drain should ever get plugged. The copper appears to be leaking in multiple locations, 

and can no longer be reliably repaired. We caulked some of the areas perhaps 5 years ago. Leaking is damaging 

the concrete deck, causing the reinforcing steel to rust and swell.  
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Facet with the most damage, facing northwest: dis-

lodge panel, cracked finials 

Open skyward head joint on parapet wall cap 

Cracked and shifted finial on northwest 

Typical gap on inside of parapet wall 
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND BUDGET 

 

I am assuming that the belfry and roof work would be in combination with the parapet wall work, so the access 

costs for those (scaffolding, etc.) are all in the parapet walls budget amount. 

 

Replace belfry floor:  I recommend replacing the roof membrane, reconfiguring the curbed area beneath the 

bell for draining, improving the hatch, repairing the birds screens over the louvers, and installing a screen over 

the scupper. Budget estimate, excluding access $20,000 

 

Replace roof: I recommend replacing the copper flat roof with a new hammered seam copper roof, improving 

the hatch, and installing an overflow drainage scupper through the parapet wall. Budget estimate, excluding ac-

cess $20,000 

 

Rebuild parapet walls:  This is a major job requiring some creative scaffolding and access. Caulking or re-

pointing will temporarily seal the open joints, but will not address the movement of the structural elements. Giv-

en the design and age of the parapet wall, and the cost of access, the best long-term cost value is in rebuilding 

and repointing it and in adding additional features. I recommend adding a full sheet metal cap on the top of the 

parapet wall to cover any of the skyward masonry joints. An overflow scupper should also be added. You should 

budget $150,000. 

 

Inspect lightning protection: $500 

 

 Total initial budget: $190,500 


